
JourneyOne — remarkability is the only measure of success

Expeditions

Expeditions is our unique approach 
to delivering digital and business 
transformation initiatives.

• We can embed with your team or bring you the team 

• Startup agility combined with enterprise rigour

• Deep experience, yet always learning and adapting

• Customers always at the core of our delivery

• Collaborative and transparent delivery

• Always striving to uplift client capability

What Makes Expeditions Different?

Remarkable journeys delivered by 
world class consultants using proven 
products and approaches.

Remarkable people journeys

Remarkable client journeys

Pack Checks, Campfires, Kitbags & Sherpas

Remarkable outcomes

Ignition links strategy to execution. 

A dynamic discovery team to 
rapidly scope and scale the next 
steps. Provides visibility and clarity 
on the realistic next step and shape 
of the project.

Expedition Mapping identifies the 
best fit for project approach – agile 
is not for everything.

Collaborative workshops determine 
the best methodology fit from 
Waterfall, Lean, Kanban or Scrum. 

A modern PMO that wraps 
around your portfolio to enable 
prioritisation, delivery, value 
realisation, capability and 
toolset uplift, coaching, demand 
planning and transparency.

Expedition Product Highlights

Everything delivery — repeatable 
frameworks, techniques and tools 
developed from deep understanding 
of delivery patterns. Delivered by 
skilled, certified and highly 
experienced practitioners.

KanbanLean Startup Waterfall Scrum

• Years of experience

• Repeatable patterns

• Consultants come equipped 
with a contemporary Kitbag

J1 Kitbag

Templates

Collateral Approach

WoW

Sherpas Communities

}

The JourneyOne Team We don’t box J1ers into traditional roles. Our Trek Roles 
maximise people’s strengths, expertise and cultural fit.

Outcome-focused, 
practical, reliable and 

efficient. Takes the ideas 
and gets things done. 

Actioner

Thrives in complexity and 
designs a way forward. 

Challenges thinking and 
brings leadership and 

industry insights.

Solutioniser

Owns delivery. Sets the 
cadence, builds and embeds 
high performance, removes 
blockers, and always drives 

forward.

Driver

Products for the Entire Delivery Lifecycle

Strategy Planning Initiation Iteration Scale & Sustain

Discovery Lean 
Business 
Case

Outline Backlog Expedition 
Mapping

Delivery Pathways Embed 
Capability

TransitionIgnition

KanbanLean Startup Waterfall Scrum

xPMO — strategic prioritisation

Pathways — contemporary ways of working

Delivery Pathways — the best way forward

Product Selection — the right solution


